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QUESTION 1

Your application utilizes ColdFusion components organized into folders. The User.cfc file is stored in the vo folder inside
the app directory of your webroot. Which tag instantiates the User.cfc and stores it in the myuser variable? 

A.  

B.  

C.  

D.  

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 2

Which tag allows you to retrieve an RSS document and save it to a file? 

A. CFoutput 

B. cffeed 

C. CFrss 

D. cfatom 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 3

What is the order of precedence (greatest to least) for execution of the , onError(), and / error handling strategies? 

A. onError, cftry, cferror 

B. , onError(),  

C. , onError(),  

D. , , onError() 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 4

What is the correct syntax for extracting an XML document from the XML object xmlObj in utf-16 format? 

A. xmlDoc = xmlObj.toString(); 



B. xmlDoc = toString(xmlObj); 

C. xmlDoc = toString(xmlObj, \\'utf-16\\'); 

D. xmlDoc = xmlObj.toString(\\'utf-16\\'); 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 5

You have created a ColdFusion component in your application. Inside that component you need to create a property
called user that CANNOT be seen outside the component. 

Which definition creates a user variable that CANNOT be accessed outside the component? 

A. this.user = "joe" 

B. var user = "joe" 

C. variables.user = "joe" 

D. properties.user = "joe" 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 6

Which attribute is used in a component definition to create an inheritance relationship with a super or base component? 

A. extends 

B. inherits 

C. derives 

D. sub 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 7

The following code is placed in Application.cfc, outside of any function definitions: 

 

What is the scope and visibility of the variable? 

A. Request scope; visible to all code executed during the current page request 

B. Application scope; visible to code in all pages of the application 



C. This scope; visible as public properties of the CFC 

D. Variables scope; visible only to code in Application.cfc 

Correct Answer: D 

 

 

QUESTION 8

What is the value of the variable b when the following code block executes?  

a = 0; 

b = 1; 

a = (a)?b:a; 

if (a) { 

b = "apple"; 

}{ 

b = "pear"; 

} 

 

A. 1 

B. 0 

C. apple 

D. pear 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 9

Given the follow code snippet: 

 

 

 

 

Hello World!



 

 

How many times does the loop iterate? 

A. 2 

B. 3 

C. 4 

D. 12 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 10

A tag with a well-formed SQL statement attempts to save a query object to the SESSION scope but generates a runtime
error. When the same tag is executed with its name property pointing to a variable in local variables scope, 

the tag succeeds without a runtime error. 

What is the most likely reason for this? 

A. Query objects cannot be saved to the SESSION scope. 

B. The SESSION scope only allows a limited number of variables per user. 

C. The SESSION scope allocates limited memory per user. 

D. Session management must enabled in the current application. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 11

When should you use the tag? 

A. to consistently handle exceptions in the Application.cfc onError method 

B. to throw a message into the JMS message queue for processing 

C. to write a diagnostic message to the error.log file 

D. to consistently handle all syntax errors throughout your application 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 12



Which function definition defines a private function named fullName that returns a string? 

A. string function fullName() 

B. function fullName():String 

C. private string function fullName() 

D. private function fullName():String 

Correct Answer: C 
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